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Thanks are due to Marcelo Scanu, Gerhard Feichtenschlager, Pavle Kozjek and
Franci Savenc for their invaluable contributions.

Most of the activity this year has continued to centre on the developed
countries of Argentina and Chile where an increasing number of teams
are producing committing big-wall routes in a variety of styles. In Peru
the situation continues to improve, with Slovenians notably active this
summer.

Venezuela

Aratitiyope Paul Ridgeway, Todd Skinner, Paul Piana and a camera crew
made a difficult approach through jungle to attempt the second ascent of
Boivin's 1984 route up a prominent rib on the right side of the 600m E face
of this flat-topped tower.

Peru - Cordilleras Blanca and Huayhuash

Both the weather and the security situation were considerably more set
tled in Peru this year with New Zealand climbers returning to the Huay
huash after a long absence following the 1988 shootout. They made an
attempt on the W face of Yerupaja, stopping just short of the summit.

Slovenians dominated the new route scene in the Blanca where general
levels of activity continued to rise.

Artesonraju (6025m) On 9July 1993 Tomo Sbrizaj and Sebastian Semrajc
climbed the SE face via a direct line up the triangular rock buttress to a
junction with the normal route. On 18 July they returned with Borut Naglic
and repeated the route, Triangle, continuing to the summit (TD+ 60°- 85°
III 600m).

Andre Kecman and Dusan Kosir climbed the snowy SW face through
seracs on the left side but it is not clear how this differs from' previous
ascents of this face.

Huascaran Sur (6768m) On 21 July 1993 Marjan Kovac, Bostjan Lozar
and Tomas Pe,tac summited after four and a half days climbing the
obvious pillar which runs up the left side of the NE face to join the E
ridge. In bad weather they completed l300m up the pillar and then
570m along the ridge to the summit to give The Road To Hell (ED VI+ Al
60°- 90°).
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Chacraraju Este (6001m) Pavle Kozjek and Gregor Kresal forged a
stunning line up the uncompromising and unclimbed E face by linking
the vague snow patches/slabs on the right side until reaching the Terray
route on the NE ridge 250m below the summit. They summited on 19 July
1993, their second day, and descended the NE ridge where they noted fro
zen-in fixed ropes (ED+ VII A2 80° 700m). On 28 July they returned to
climb the Japanese 1979 route on the S face in only 13hrs 30min up and
down including crossing the glacier.

Bolivia

Nevado de las Virgenes Stan Shepard, Daken Cook, and Mario Miranda
made the first ascent of this remote peak.

Cordillera de Potosi Evelio Echevarria climbed four unnamed peaks
and christened them Cerro de la Mina (4940m), Cerro Condor Negro
(5000m), Cerro Sipuruni (4966m) apd Cerro Maucatambo (4940m) after
local geographical features. He also climbed Hembra de Andacaba
(4980m) and Cerro Quellu Oreo (4960m), the latter a first ascent.

Argentina and Chile

Chile is now requiring permission to be obtained before climbing in Tierra
del Fuego, Paine National Park, Lauca National Park, or Ojos del Salado.
Application should be sought from Chilean embassies or from: Director
Nacional de Fronteras y Limitas del Estado, Ministerio de Relaciones
Exteriores, Bandera 52, Piso 4, Santiago. There are increasing rumours
that a fee of $750 will be imposed on expeditions to the Torres del Paine
National Park which would certainly be prohibitive for many South
American teams and less than welcomed by many others.

Argentina's experiment with a peak fee on Aconcagua seems relatively
successful with the money being used to provide toilet facilities and
generally clean up the area. In other Argentine parks the same tasks are
carried out by rangers as their other duties permit and there is talk that if
the environmental problems increase then they may be forced to follow
suit in imposing a peak fee. The solution is in the hands of climbers.

The Argentine mapping authority has recently released the results of
many previously classified surveys of heights. A partial list of the revi
sions has been filed with the Alpine Club Library. Additionally they are
issuing new maps of the border regions which are reported to be excellent.

Argentine Northern Andes

Chusea (5512m) A large Argentine/Swiss group climbed the five summits
of this massif in the Cordillera de Catreal from the E and found pre-
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Columbian ruins on the highest summit, including the remains of a
sacrificed deer.

Argentine Province of San Juan

Many summits here remain ujclimbed and various Argentine parties have
been active in the area. Amongst these the more notable ascents were:

Cerro San Lorenzo First ascents of this unclimbed group in the
Cordilleras Agua Negra y Olivaros by Martin Mattioli, Santiago Rocha
and Marcelo Scanu on 20 January 1993 from the Quebrada San Lorenzo to
the summits of Chico (c5700m), Argentino (5700m+) and Este (5700m+)
from which they were able to see the Pacific.

Cerro Andres CostinlPeak 5 (5334m) On 13 April 1993 Humberto
Campodonico and Roberto Pereira made the second ascent of this peak in
the Cordillera de Ansilta by a new route following the 1000m ice couloir
in the S face.

Argentine Province of Mendoza

Aconcagua (6954m) Patrick Berhault and Fran<;ois Pallandre abandoned
a new route to the left of the Slovenian Pillar on the S face and settled for
the second ascent of Slavko Sveticic's SW Ridge Direct on 29/31 January
1993, descending via the SE ridge and Polish glacier.

Ameghino (c6000m) Alex Lowe climbed a 150m ice couloir on the S
face in one day from Camp 1 of the normal route on Aconcagua on 4 Janu
ary 1993.

Sarmiento (5400m) A UK-based expedition composed of Susan Cooper,
Greg Jones, Phil Swainson, and Henry Todd attempted the SE ridge in the
southern summer of 92/93. After the IS-hour boat journey from Punta
Arenas to this remote area they spent many days traversing difficult ter
rain to the base of the ridge. Lack of time forced them to abandon the
attempt with only 1700m of steep but safe ice remairting before the W sum
mit.

Patagonia - Northern Ice Cap

Cerro de Cristal Giuseppe Alippi, Benigno Balatti, and Enrico Cavalli
climbed the W face of this peak which lies in the San Valentin range. The
route which they named Tocata e Fuga has ice pitches up to 70°.

North-South Traverse A French team of Ilario Previtali and three com
panions made the first N-S traverse finishing on 25 March 1993 after 26
days. En route they made the twelth ascent of Mt San Valentin (4058m)
where they reported finding a large quantity of rubbish abandoned
shortly before by an unsuccessful Italian team.
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Southern Ice Cap Traverses

In 92/93 the Italians Joel Blumenburg, Paolo Cavagnetto, Paolo Fako and
Alberto Guelpa planned to traverse from north to south along much the
same route as Shipton's 1960/61 traverse, but continuing to the Paine
group. In the event the terrain S of Lago Argentina proved unsuitable for
skis and so they halted after 250km in 5 weeks.

On 28 February 1993 a Spanish team of Jose Luis Femandez, Antonio
Trabado, Jose CarIos Tamayo and the Argentine Sebastian de la Cruz began
their attempt from Fiordo Calen. After 54 days they completed the entire
N-S traverse of 400km at the foot of the Tyndall glacier on 24 April.
Although self-supported they did use a helicopter to ferry gear past the
broken-up glacier at Lago Argentina.

In February/March 1993 Australians Geoff and Steven Butcher, Graeme
Hoxley and Alex McConnell explored the area around the head of Tem
pano Fjord and Cerro Lautaro (3380m) after finding the area to the E too
crevassed to contemplate attempting the traverse. After ten days their boat
failed to make its rendezvous and they were forced to walk out through
difficult terrain for over a week before being able to hail a fishing vessel.

Fitzroy and Cerro Torre Groups

Aguja Saint Exupery (2558m) The 1968 Italian route on the E pillar was
almost completely freed by Michel Switter and Makoto Ishibe by difficult
climbing on the wall rather than in the iced-up cracks (VII+ with one aid
section versus VIIA3).

Cerro Standhardt (2730m)/Punta Herron In 1992/93 Adriano Cav
ellero, Ermanno Salvaterra, and Ferruccio Vidi repeated Exocet on the E
face of Standhardt, abseiled down the S ridge to the notch connecting it
with the NE ridge of Torre Egger's N summit called Punta Herron and
then climbed up this NE ridge by a new route of 400m V/VI+ 90°.

Punta Herron At the end of 1992 Maurizo Giarolli, Odoardo Ravizza
and Andrea Sarchi climbed the prominent right-facing diedre which splits
the front face, summiting on 12 November. They called the route Gracias a
la Vida and it is 750m of mostly Al / A2 with some VI+/ A3 climbing.

Aguja Guillamet (2579m) In February 1993 Stephen Koch and Andy
Parkin climbed the 600m central couloir of the SE face until it joins the NE

. ridge before the summit to give Terra del Hombre (EDl-2 VI 85°)
Aguja Mermoz (2732m) Andy Parkin soloed an impressive line up the

SE face by the ramp line which starts from the right end of the face, slant
ing left to reach the right-hand end of the snowfield in the upper face.
Night Flight took only 10hrs on 21 February 1993 (650m ED3 90° A2 V+).

Aguja Poincenot (3002m) Later Andy Parkin also soloed the original
Cochrane/Whillans 1962 route on the E face. A route was reported on the
summits between this and the Brecha de los Italianos by a SWiss/Japa
nese pair.
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Aguja Bifida (2394m) The Austrians Tommy Bonapace and Gerold
Dunser climbed a line on the E face summiting on 30 January 1993. Start
ing up the 800m crack system rising from the Torre glacier, at half height
they traversed right over the ESE spur and original 1975 Swiss route on the
NE spur to reach the N summit (750m VIVI Al I A2).

Later two other Austrians, Paul Bruckner and George Schorghofer,
climbed a 24-pitch route Cogan on the E pillar which may join the Bona
pacelDunser line in the upper section (VI+).

Aguja Cuatro Dedos/Aguja Bifida Ridge On 14 March 1993 Bonapace
and Dunser traversed the three towers in the ridge joining these peaks,
starting up the 200m snow ramp and rock wall to reach the col S of the
Cuatro Dedos from the Torre glacier; 21 pitches of good climbing up to
VI+.

Torre Egger (2673m) Americans Conrad Anker, Steve Gerberding and
Jay Smith were unlucky not to complete a new line on the E face just right
of the 1986 Slovenian line. Eventually they ran out of time just short of the
summit after completing all the independent climbing.

Paine Group

The Shield In January 1993 Jerry Gore and Andy Perkins climbed the N
ridge by a route they called The Adventures of Don Quixote. The 12-pitch
approach up gullies of Scottish 4/5 was fixed with 200m of line before the
pillar itself gave another 12 pitches of V+I A2 to reach the summit ridge.
(Full details in 'Windmills in the Mind', pages 58-63.)

Cuernos Norte Mike Turner and Louise Thomas climbed the crack
system of the W face in two days. The 21-pitch route is called Caveman
(E51 A3).

Catedral Jose Chavarri, Lorenzo Ortiz, Javier Ballester and Santiago
Palacios climbed the 1000m E face marginally right of the summit fall line
to reach the summit on 22 February 1993 after 17 days. Most of the route
required aid interspersed with free moves: Cristal de Roca VII+I A4.

Point 2000m Italians Raccamello Alessandro, Roberto Canzan,
Valmassoi Mauro, Svaluto Moreolo and Renato Pancierre climbed the E
face of this point S of the Catedral and overlooking the Frances valley.
They climbed the prominent left-facing shoulder for 500m to stop at the
summit ridge 200m below and right of the summit.

Torre Norte del Paine (2260m) The Italian group of Carlo Besana,
Maurizo Garota, Emanuele Panzeri, Norberto Riva and Umberto Villota
climbed one of several obvious cracklines on the NW face to give Suarte
para Manana summiting on 30 December 1992, VIIIA2.

Earlier, Argentines Ramiro Calvo, Diego Luro and Teo Plaza put up a
500m VI+IAl new route on the W face climbing a crackline to the left of
Ultima Esperanza, summiting on 3 December 1992. They called the route
Carapachin Tortola.
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At the end of February 1993 the British team of Celia Bull, Leigh McGinley
and Paul Pritchard climbed another route at the right end of this face. They
climbed the prominent SW rib to join the normal route at the S ridge with
500m of new climbing on fine granite. They called this The Corn Wall (TD+
VII V+).

On 4/5 March 1993 the Spanish team of Jose Chavarri and Lorenzo Ortiz
climbed the 200m NW face to reach the easier crest of the N ridge at a pro
minent shoulder, which they followed for 150m to the top. They called the
route Armas y Rosas (A2 VII).

On 21/22 November 1992 Bruno De Dona soloed the N tower via the
normal S ridge route, then the N ridge of the central tower, and finally the
N ridge of the S tower.

The first ascent of the BOOm Eface was made by Fran<;ois Bernard, Antoine
Cayrot Laurent Favre, Hubert Ciot and Thierry Petitjean who reported it
to be similar in standard to the E face of Cerro Paineta (VII A3).

Torre Central del Paine (2454m) A second route was added to the W
face by the Italians Carlo Barbolini, B;uno de Dona, Angelo Pozzi, Alberto
Rampini and Mario Veghetti in the 92/93 season. It is called Via de las Mamas
(750m VII A2/A3).

The Argentines who climbed the N tower teamed up with Philip Lloyd
and Peter Caber to climb A Fine Line OfMadness on the E face. This begins
left of the huge diedre of the 1974 South African route, crosses it after about
250m to reach the big diedre on the right and follows this, moving right
around the huge roof at two-thirds height to finish up the last 200m of the
1963 British route (lOOOm VII with seven pitches of aid up to A3).

Paineta Lloyd and Caber climbed a direct finish through the roofs at the
finish of the Original route on the SW pillar (A2).

Cerro Almirante Nieto/Paine Chico Bruno de Dona climbed a 500m
route of V+/Al on the W face.

Antarctica

Mount Vinson (5271m) Dutch climbers Edward Bekker and Andre Hokke
made the second ascent of a variant to the normal route on 14 December
1992. Above the Shinn-Vinson col they climbed mixed ground up the ridge
on the left which runs W to the summit. An American team including Jay
Smith may have made a first ascent on the S face.
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